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Abstract

In urban logistics, various sources of uncertainty can invalidate pre-planned routes. In this context, a routing strategy that uses available information from the environment could help improve the overall performance of the routing process by dynamically choosing the next client at the online execution time. While static and deterministic testbeds for vehicle routing exist, their stochastic and dynamic counterparts are still missing. This paper proposes an interface to the micro-traffic simulation package SUMO that implements a generative model of stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing problems. We formalize the latter using a reinforcement learning framework for semi-Markov decision processes. The resulting testbeds make it possible to compare single- and multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithms in customizable routing environments. We report our preliminary tests to evaluate a hand-crafted policy on some basic scenarios.

1. Introduction

In urban logistics, many professionals could testify that pre-compiled plans for vehicle routing can rarely be followed by the book all day long. Many sources of uncertainty can invalidate these plans – examples including unpredictable traffic conditions, lack of parking areas, unavailable clients, or unexpected packaging. Drivers usually adapt and repair plans using their own experience to find the best compromises. For the drivers to act conditionally on the available information at the online execution time, it is crucial that they learn upon information collected from both individual and collective experiences. The literature of single- and multi-agent reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998) addresses such problems through repeated interactions between automated learning agents and an environment; the later often serves as a generative model of experiences. While static and deterministic environments for vehicle routing problems exist, their stochastic and dynamic counterparts are still missing.

The literature of generative models for the stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing problems is still in its infancy. Many models are either handcrafted (Cordeau & Laporte, 2003; Novoa & Storer, 2009; Parragh et al., 2010) or built upon static and deterministic artificial scenarios (Solomon, 1987). These models mimic stochastic and dynamic environments either by adding random noise to some features of the scenario, such as travel times, or clients demand, or by sampling events, e.g., clients requests, from an arbitrary distribution. Other models rely on databases of historical traces from logistic companies, railroad, taxis, or healthcare transport services (Simão et al., 2009; Bouzaïene-Ayari et al., 2016; Schilde et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016). Recently, the Flow framework developed by (Wu et al., 2017) provides an interface that allows one to run reinforcement learning algorithms using OpenAI rllab framework (Duan et al., 2016) to control, at a low level, autonomous vehicles deployed within the micro-traffic simulator SUMO (Krajzewicz et al., 2012). This generative model is close to ours but focuses only on traffic flows’ regulation.

This paper presents a novel interface to single- and multi-agent reinforcement learning for Stochastic and Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problems (SD-VRPs). Our SULFR interface builds upon the Simulation for Urban MOBility (SUMO) to recast SD-VRPs into Semi-Markov Decision Processes (SMDPs) (Sutton et al., 1999). It aims at providing a generative model to sample trajectories of states and rewards in customizable scenarios, which can be imported from real-world data, or designed to highlight desirable properties for a routing policy.

Prior attempts to formalize vehicle routing problems into MDPs (Coltin & Veloso, 2014; Maxwell et al., 2010; Ichoua et al., 2006; Sáez et al., 2008) assume synchronized vehicle decisions, i.e., all vehicles’ actions last a single decision step, and time elapsed in each route is stored separately for each vehicle. Unfortunately this model may raise synchronization issues when taking online decision through a stochastic
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policy relying on MDPs. Our generative model builds upon Semi-MDPs instead. In such a framework, agents act based on meta-actions (also called options) instead of low-level actions (Sutton et al., 1999; Mahadevan et al., 1997). We only have to consider a few options, for example “deliver a package” or “recharge the battery”. We use SUMO as a generative model for the lower-level physics and navigation of each vehicle, which enables us to update its state and compute rewards signal designed for SD-VRPs.

We organized the remainder of this paper as follow. Section 2 presents the SMDP formalism and how we recast SD-VRPs into SMDPs. Section 3 shows the structure of our SUMO interface managing agents in customizable urban scenarios. Section 4 describes the use of this interface to evaluate hand-crafted policies. Finally, we end the paper with concluding remarks and future work.

2. Problem Formalization

2.1. Semi-Markov Decision Process

We define a Semi-Markov Decision Process as a Markov Decision Process with options, as introduced by (Sutton et al., 1999).

An SMDP $M = \langle S, A, O, p, r, b_0, \gamma \rangle$ is defined by: $S$ the set of possible states; $A$ the set of possible atomic actions taken at each time step; $O$ the set of options available, each defined as a tuple $o = (I, \pi, \beta)$, where $I \subseteq S$ is the subset of states in which $o$ can be initiated, $\pi_s^o$ is the probability of choosing atomic action $a$ in state $s$ while executing $o$, $\beta_{s0}$ is the probability of $o$ terminating in state $s'$ when executing action $a$; $r_s^o = \mathbb{E}[R_{t+1}|S_t = s, A_t = a]$ the expected immediate reward in state $s$ to state $s'$ when executing action $a$; $\beta_{s0} = \mathbb{P}(S_0 = s)$ the initial state distribution; $\gamma \in [0, 1[$ the discount factor applied to future rewards.

Note that every atomic action $a$ can be viewed as an option with pure policy $\pi_s^a = 1$ if $a' = a$, 0 otherwise, and termination probability $\beta_s = 1$ in all states $s$. We can factorize a transition rule and reward signal over options $p_{s'0}^a$ and $r_s^a$ by marginalizing probabilities over states encountered during option execution.

We define a policy over options $\mu: (s, o) \mapsto \mathbb{P}(o|s)$ as the probability of starting option $o$ in state $s$. The objective is to find the optimal policy over options $\mu^*$ maximizing expected discounted cumulated reward $\mathbb{E}\sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t R_{t+1}$.

Next we describe how we recast the Stochastic and Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem into a SMDP. More specifically, we consider a capacitated VRP with stochastic and dynamic pick up and deliveries, time windows, stochastic travel times and electric vehicles (Toth & Vigo, 2002).

2.2. States

First, let us introduce some useful notations: $E$ is the set of edges in the graph describing the road network. $L_e$ denotes the length of road $e \in E$. Finally $T > 0$ is the time horizon of each episode.

Any state $s \in S$ can be decomposed into agents’ states $(s^1, \ldots, s^n)$ and environment state $s_{env}$.

State $s^i$ of agents $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ consists of many attributes, including:

- road$\in E$: String id of current road
- road_pos$\in [0, L_{\text{road}}]$: Position on current road
- $x, y \in \mathbb{R}^2$: Cartesian coordinates
- speed$\in [0, \text{max_speed}]$: Speed
- load$\in [0, \text{max_load}]$: Available payload capacity
- battery$\in [0, \text{max_bat}]$: Battery level

The environment state $s_{env}$ contains:
- step$\in [0, T]$: Simulation time step
- road_tt$[e] > 0$: Avg. travel time for all edge $e \in E$
- req_status$[j]$: Status for all requests $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$
  - (hidden, pending, assigned, served, expired)

A state is terminal whenever one of the vehicles’ batteries fails, or if all requests are served or expired, or if the time step reaches its limit $T$.

2.3. Actions and Dynamics

Low-level atomic actions $a \in A$ are also factored $a = \langle a^1, \ldots, a^n \rangle$. Action $a^i$ of agent $i$ has two components: acceleration and lane changing commands. Our approach abstracts these actions into higher-level options with predefined internal policies. We use internal policies provided by SUMO, such as one based on the stochastic car-following model introduced by (Krauß, 1998).
As for the dynamics $p_{s'\mid s,a}$ of the process, it is hard to explicitly state them, as part of the state results from global behaviors emerging from a complex combination of local interactions between all simulated vehicles. This is one of the source of uncertainty we are looking for when using a micro-traffic simulation, and we rely on SUMO to sample states during options execution.

2.4. Options

We consider 4 classes of options that compose routes of the vehicles:

1. **PickUp(agent, request) option.**
   “agent” travels to the initial location of “request” using the fastest route, parks at the client, and waits for the package to be loaded. This option can be initiated only if the request is available, and does not overload the vehicle. It ends when package is fully loaded.

2. **Deliver(agent, request) option.**
   “agent” travels to the destination of “request” using the fastest route, parks at the client, and waits for the package to be unloaded. This option can be initiated only if the request has already been picked up by the vehicle. It ends when package is fully unloaded.

3. **Charge(agent, charger) option.**
   “agent” travels to the charging station “charger” using the fastest route, parks at the station, and waits for its battery to be fully recharged. This option can be initiated only if the battery of the vehicle is not full. It ends when battery is fully recharged.

We illustrate in Figure 1 a situation where the agent has 4 available options. More classes of options can be added using the provided interface and the abstract `Option` class.

2.5. Rewards

The learning agent receives feedback at each time step. The overall immediate reward consists of:

- Cost on energy consumed in the last time step,
- Reward on package delivery,
- Fees for late pick up or delivery.

3. Interfacing with Micro-Simulation

We depict in Figure 2 the software architecture used in our SMDP interface SULFR to SUMO. Road networks can be manually generated following geometric patterns or imported from existing cartographic data. For example, we can import data from the Open Street Map community-maintained online database. Traffic conditions consist in pre-defined routes for uncontrollable vehicles. Different routes can be randomly generated at the beginning of each episode to model the uncertainty in the road congestion, or again imported from actual traffic flow measurement data. Clients’ locations and charging station can also be randomly distributed along edges of the road network, or imported from real-world locations. These inputs are given to the simulator as `xml` files by the Scenario generator.

SUMO uses extra modules called `devices` to augment the capabilities of simulated vehicles. The vehicle type of the agents includes a rerouting and a battery device. The former enables online target assignment and partial route planning, while the latter just add an electric consumption model to the vehicle.

The interface then starts the simulation, and subscribes to state updates at every simulation time step. New options however are only sent back to an agent in the simulation when its previous option has reached a termination state. A detailed overview of the object-oriented structure of the interface is shown on Figure 3.

4. Application example

To demonstrate the policy evaluation capabilities of our SULFR interface, we created 3 basic scenarios (see Figure 4): A Grid and a Spider road networks with random traffic and clients’ locations, and a more realistic Bologna scenario imported from existing work (Bieker et al., 2014). We generated 10 requests at random clients’ locations, and granted a reward of 100 for successful deliveries, penalized by a late fee of 1/s. The energy cost was equal to 1/Wh. We evaluated 2 handcrafted policies on options: A random policy denoted $\mu_{\text{rand}}$ that choose an option uniformly among all
Figure 3. A simplified class diagram of the SULFR interface. Only key methods are included: update(), called at all simulation time step to update the state of the agents and the environment; isTerminated(), also called at every time step, checking for termination condition of the options; canStart(), used to filter available options when the previous one has ended. Policies have access to the whole state of the agents and the environment.

Figure 4. Grid (left), Spider (center) and Bologna (right) road networks used as test benches. Grid and Spider were automatically generated and populated with random flows of traffic. Bologna was imported from a previous project based on SUMO, and represent a district of Bologna, Italy.

available ones in the current state, and a nearest neighbour policy $\mu_{NN}$ sending agents to pick up or deliver the closest available requests.

We ran simulations for each policy and on each scenario for 50 episodes, with stochastic customers and variable traffic conditions. We plotted on Figure 5 the evolution of the policy evaluation over episodes. As the number of episodes grows, we can see that the return stabilizes to the expected value of the policies’ performances. Figures 5 reveals that the very basic NN policy outperforms the rand one on all scenarios. However its advantage is almost negligible on the more complicated and realistic Bologna scenario.

Reinforcement learning can require quite a high number of samples to reliably estimate the policy. Running parallel simulations on multi-threaded architecture might significantly speed up the policy evaluation process. Still, we measured average running time in the order of a minute for episodes of 600 time-steps (i.e. 10min of simulation). More development needs to be done to speed up the simulation process, but also make the execution fully reliable, as we are experiencing some minor instabilities in the current implementation. Nonetheless, these experiments show how the simulator can be used as a generative model to sample trajectories and rewards to evaluate a policy.

5. Conclusion and Perspective

We presented the SULFR interface to the SUMO microtraffic simulator made for single- and multi-agent reinforcement learning in SD-VRPs as SMDPs. We demonstrated how this interface can be used to sample trajectories of states and rewards in customizable scenarios. We plan to extend our model to use interruptible options, and to improve the running time by optimizing simulator calls and sampling trajectories using multiple simulations in parallel.
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